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Abstract: Current approaches in explainable AI use an 
interpretable model to approximate a black box model or use 
gradient techniques to determine the salient parts of the input. 
While it is true that such approaches provide intuition about the 
black box model, the primary purpose of an explanation is to be 
exact at an individual instance and also from a global 
perspective, which is difficult to obtain using such model based 
approximations or from salient parts. On the other hand, 
traditional, deterministic approaches satisfy this primary purpose 
of explainability of being exact at an individual instance and 
globally, while posing a challenge to scale for large amounts of 
data. In this work, we propose a deterministic, novel approach to 
explainability using  a formal concept lattice for classification 
problems, that reveal accurate explanations both globally and 
locally, including generation of similar and contrastive examples 
around an instance. This technique consists of preliminary lattice 
construction, synthetic data generation using implications from 
the preliminary lattice followed by actual lattice construction 
which is used to generate local, global, similar and contrastive 
explanations. Using sanity tests like Implementation Invariance, 
Input transformation Invariance, Model parameter 
randomization sensitivity and model-outcome relationship 
randomization sensitivity, its credibility is proven. Explanations 
from the lattice are compared to a white box model in order to 
prove its trustworthiness. 

Keywords: Explainable AI, Deterministic methods for XAI, 
Concept Lattice, Formal Concept Analysis, Lattice explanation 
for black box models, Lattice for XAI, XAI.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A Machine Learning or a Deep Learning model learns 

patterns from training data and predicts an outcome for an 
instance or maps an instance to a class. In a black box 
model, the learnt patterns of data are not evident and the 
reasons why a model decided an outcome is not clear. In 
order to make these models trustworthy and therefore 
acceptable, it is necessary to augment the model with 
explanations of its decisions. Current approaches in 
explainable AI either approximate the black box model with 
an inherently interpretable model [15] or use an unified 
approach [3], or produce saliency visualizations using class 
activation maps [11][12][13].  
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Inherent to these approaches, there are several drawbacks 
that challenge their usability, specifically in sensitive 
domains like medicine. While approximating a black box 
model by a linear model, it can be locally faithful, an 
aggregate of the linear model’s weights need not necessarily 

represent the black box model [5]. While linear models 
consider each feature independent from the other, it may not 
be inherently true in the dataset. Visualizations are good at 
generating intuition about an instance but there are no 
rigorous validations to extrapolate these intuitions to the 
entire model [2]. While heat map visuals depict where the 
model is looking, most often human intuition fills up what 
the model is looking at. Many techniques indicate the 
reasons why an instance belongs to a specific class, while 
not presenting reasons for the instance not being in another 
class. Presenting a heat map or weights as explanations 
needs user expertise to understand the explanations 
themselves [7]. Some of these techniques are not invariant 
to functionally equivalent implementation or non-intrusive 
input transformations [14], while some are not sensitive to 
model parameter or model-outcome relationship 
randomization [1]. In this work, we propose a deterministic, 
data driven, model agnostic technique to extract an 
explanation by building a formal concept lattice of the 
dataset and the model outcome. It derives several 
combinations of features and their values responsible for an 
outcome retention or change. It not only extracts a set of 
feature implications to different classes acting as global 
explanation rightfully representing the black box model, but 
also produces a hierarchy of minimal feature combinations 
of an instance that lead to the model's decision of a specific 
class and not other classes acting as local explanation. Apart 
from global and local explanations, this technique can also 
provide similar and contrastive explanations around an 
instance. Presenting textual, detailed, features-to-class 
intuitive implications does not weigh heavy on user 
expertise to understand. Feature combinations that 
distinguish an instance away from other classes are 
considered salient while feature combinations that do not 
contribute to this distinction do not appear in the 
explanation. Implications gathered from the dataset and the 
model outcome act as rigorous validations enabling 
extrapolation of the global explanation to the entire model. 
Meaningful relationships in the dataset are utilized to build 
the lattice on realistic synthetically generated data instead of 
unrealistic random data. In similar works that use a lattice 
for explanation, [10] use the lattice to guide samples chosen 
by LIME, while [9] build a lattice based model independent 
of the black box model and compare it with the 
classification model to produce only individual features 
responsible for the decision.  
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The proposed technique is different from the above as it 
constructs the lattice on the dataset and the model outcome 
producing combinations of features responsible for the 
model’s decision in the form of multiple explanations. 

The structure of the paper is in the following order. 
Section II introduces terms in Formal Concept Lattice, while 
Section III describes our novel technique to extract 
explanations using a lattice, illustrating it with a simple 
dataset. Section IV proves that this technique passes sanity 
tests for a known non-linear model, while Section V 
evaluates lattice based explanations by comparing it to a 
white box model on a popular dataset. Section VI contains 
conclusions and future work. 

II.  FORMAL CONCEPT LATTICE 

A context is a triple (G,M,I), where G is a set of objects, 
M is a set of attributes and I the relation between them. The 
notation gIm means that the object g has the attribute m. 

For a set A⊆G, define A/ = { m ϵ M | gIm ∀ g ϵ A} [A/ is 
the set of attributes common to all the objects in A] 

For a set B⊆M, define B/ = { g ϵ G | gIm ∀ m ϵ B} [B/ is 
the set of objects which have all attributes in B] 

A concept of the context (G,M.I) is a pair (A,B) such that, 
A⊆G, B⊆M, A/ = B and B/ = A. A is called the extent and B 
the intent of the concept (A,B). 

If (A1,B1) and (A2,B2) are concepts of a context (G,M,I), 
then (A1,B1) is a subconcept of (A2,B2) (or (A1,B1) is a 
superconcept of (A2,B2)), denoted by (A1,B1) ≤ (A2,B2) (or 
(A2,B2) ≤ (A1,B1)) if A1 ⊆ A2, equivalently B2 ⊆ B1 (or A2 
⊆ A1, equivalently B1 ⊆ B2). The relation ≤ is called the 

hierarchical order of the concepts. The ordered set of 
concepts is called the concept lattice of the context (G,M,I). 
Concept lattices are represented using a hasse line diagram 
[8]. 

Table-I illustrates a formal context and Fig 1 its concept 
lattice. 

III. THE NOVEL APPROACH OF GENERATING 

EXPLANATION FROM THE FORMAL CONCEPT 

LATTICE 

In this work, we propose a novel approach to extract 
different kinds of explanations of a trained black box model 
using the formal concept lattice of the dataset in Table-I [6]. 
At this point, this work can be applied to a dataset with 
categorical features and on a model performing a 
classification task. The proposed technique involves five 
steps. 

A. Lattice construction and feature implication 
extraction 

Standard concept generation algorithms work on binary 
featured datasets to generate concepts. Generally, 
categorical features are converted to binary valued features 
using standard techniques like one-hot encoding before 
concept generation [6][8]. To keep programming simple and 
not increase features, we modified the concept generation 
algorithm to match a feature along with its value to directly 

work with multi-valued features instead of converting to 
binary features. Implications are extracted from the lattice 
using an implication finding algorithm [6] along with the 
number of instances that support the implication and 
redundant implications are eliminated [4]. Few verifiable 
feature-to-feature implications with their instance support 
from the constructed lattice for the formal context from 
Table-I are as follows (⇒ stands for “implies”): 

( (Lives in water 1) ) ⇒ ( (Can fly 0)(Has hands 0)(Has 
skeleton 1)(Is viviparous 0) ) (4) 

( (Breathes in water 1) ) ⇒ ( (Can fly 0)(Has hands 
0)(Has skeleton 1)(Has wings 0)(Lives in water 1)(Is 
viviparous 0) ) (3) 

( (Has beak 0)(Lives in water 1) ) ⇒ ( (Breathes in water 
1)(Can fly 0)(Has hands 0)(Has skeleton 1)(Has wings 0)(Is 
viviparous 0) ) (2) 

( (Has hands 1) ) ⇒ ( (Breathes in water 0)(Can fly 
0)(Has beak 0)(Has skeleton 1)(Has wings 0)(Lives in water 
0)(Is viviparous 1)(Produces light 0) ) (1) 

( (Can fly 1) ) ⇒ ( (Breathes in water 0)(Has hands 
0)(Has skeleton 1)(Has wings 1)(Lives in water 0)(Produces 
light 0) ) (2) 

( (Has beak 1)(Has wings 1) ) ⇒ ( (Breathes in water 
0)(Has hands 0)(Has skeleton 1)(Is viviparous 0)(Produces 
light 0) ) (2) 

These implications are easily verifiable from the formal 
context. 

B. Synthetic Data Generation 

Each implication is accompanied by the number of instances 
that support it. While some of these may be realistic, some 
of them with lower support may not be true to the actual 
event described by the dataset. With these implications and 
an implication cutoff (> 0, defined by the user at runtime), 
we generate synthetic data for each column from its range of 
values respecting all implications whose instance support is 
greater than or equal to the implication cutoff. In Table-II, 
we present the number of instances in the generated 
synthetic dataset for different implication cutoff values. For 
example, for an implication cutoff value 6, since the only 
implication with support 6 for the formal context from 
Table-I, is every species ‘Has skeleton’, different 

possibilities of feature values are generated for the 
remaining 8 features except ‘Has skeleton’, leading to a 

count of 256. It is to be noted that the relation between the 
implication cutoff and synthetic dataset instance count 
depends on the implications from the dataset and hence case 
specific. 

C. Lattice construction with synthetic dataset and 
feature implication extraction 

Step A  is repeated with the generated synthetic dataset. We 
illustrate this with an implication cutoff value 1, leading to a 
synthetic dataset same as the original. With the modification 
that considers a feature with each of its values, the lattice in 
Fig 2 is more informative than the one shown in Fig 1. The 
generated implications are applied at each node to obtain the 
reduced set of features at each node. The lattice with the 
reduced set of features is shown in Fig 3. 
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Table-I: Formal context of a few species with their attributes 

 Breathes in 
water 

(a) 

Can fly 
(b) 

Has beak 
(c) 

Has hands 
(d) 

Has 
skeleton 

(e) 

Has wings 
(f) 

Lives in 
water 

(g) 

Is 
viviparous 

(h) 

Produces 
light 
(i) 

Bat  X   X X  X  

Eagle  X X  X X    

Monkey    X X   X  

Parrot Fish X  X  X  X   

Penguin   X  X X X   

Shark X    X  X   

Lantern Fish X    X  X  X 

 

 
Fig. 1. Concept Lattice of the formal context in Table-I 

Table-II: Synthetic Data Instance Count for different implication cutoff values 

Implication Cutoff 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Synthetic Dataset Instance Count 7 7 8 42 192 256 
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Fig. 2. Concept lattice considering every value of a feature (the last level with an empty object set can be assumed) 

 
Fig. 3. Lattice with reduced set of features (the last level with an empty object set can be 

assumed) 
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D. Communicating outcomes from dataset instances 

The term dataset refers to the synthetic dataset henceforth. Each instance of the dataset will be a node in the lattice. The 
model outcome is obtained for these instances and communicated to all its superconcepts. At each node, the union of 
outcomes of its subconcepts is computed. This process is continued recursively until all the nodes in the lattice gather their 
set of outcomes. With this information, the minimum set of features that imply a specific outcome or deny a set of outcomes 
is derived. These are presented as a global explanation of the model. To illustrate this, let us assume a black box model 
trained on the dataset in Table-III. The model outcome of each data instance in the lattice is sent to all its superconcepts. The 
union of these are gathered and shown in Fig. 4. Global explanation of the black box model is derived from each node of the 
lattice. If there is only one outcome at a node, that set of features positively leads to that outcome, while if an outcome is not 
present at a node, that set of features cannot lead to that outcome. These are presented as feature-to-class implications (⇒ 
stands for “implies” and ~ for “not”): 

1. (Has beak,0) ⇒ ~Bird 
2. (Has wings,0) ⇒ ~Bird 
3. (Is viviparous,0) ⇒ ~Mammal 
4. (Breathes in water,0) ⇒ ~Fish 
5. (Breathes in water,1) ⇒ ~Bird 
6. (Breathes in water,1) ⇒ ~Mammal 
7. (Breathes in water,1) ⇒ Fish 
8. (Is viviparous,1) ⇒ ~Fish 
9. (Is viviparous,1) ⇒ ~Bird 
10. (Is viviparous,1) ⇒ Mammal 
11. (Breathes in water,0)(Has beak,1) ⇒ ~Mammal 
12. (Breathes in water,0)(Has beak,1) ⇒ ~Fish 
13. (Breathes in water,0)(Has beak,1) ⇒ Bird 
These implications are easily verifiable from the dataset in Table-III. 

E. Lattice traversal for an instance explanation 

In order to generate an explanation for a specific data instance, the nodes of the lattice are traversed in the sorted order of 
their number of reduced features. 

Table-III: Dataset with the black box model outcome 

 
Breathes 
in water 
(a) 

Can 
fly (b) 

Has 
beak (c) 

Has 
hands 

(d) 

Has 
skeleton 

(e) 

Has 
wings 

(f) 

Lives in 
water 

(g) 

Is 
viviparo

us 
(h) 

Produc
es light 

(i) 

Model 
Outcom

e 

Bat  X   X X  X  
Mamma

l 

Eagle  X X  X X    Bird 

Monkey    X X   X  
Mamma

l 

Parrot 
Fish 

X  X  X  X   Fish 

Penguin   X  X X X   Bird 

Shark X    X  X   Fish 

Lantern 
Fish 

X    X  X  X Fish 
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Fig. 4. Lattice nodes with gathered model outcomes and number of instances of each (the last level with an empty 

object set and empty set of classes can be assumed) 
If an instance satisfies feature values at a node with no 
implication violations, the set of outcomes at the node are 
used to derive the minimum feature combinations that 
deny non-outcome classes or those that imply the 
outcome. They are derived along with a confidence value, 
a ratio of the number of instances the node satisfies 
towards a specific outcome to the number of instances it 
satisfies for all outcomes. For similar and contrastive 
examples, the nearest instance neighbours in the lattice 
are found and based on its outcome, the change in feature 
values leading to a change in the outcome or not are 
derived. Since there can be many such examples, these 
are derived incrementally on user request. For illustration, 
the examples from the first iteration alone are presented 
henceforth. To illustrate this, we use 4 instances from 
Table 3 and present local explanations of each, with 
similar and contrastive examples. 
BAT: 0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0 
Features: (Has beak,0) deny class(es): Bird 
Remaining class(es) are: Fish Mammal 
Features: (Breathes in water,0) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Mammal 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es) except 
"Mammal" 
Features: (Is viviparous,1) lead to class "Mammal" with 
a confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: Has beak (0 to 1) Is viviparous (1 to 
0) changes the class to Bird. 
 

EAGLE: 0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0 
Features: (Is viviparous,0) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Bird Fish 
Features: (Breathes in water,0) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Bird 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es) except "Bird" 
Features: (Has wings,1) lead to class "Bird" with a confidence 
of 0.666667 
Features: (Breathes in water,0) (Has beak,1) lead to class 
"Bird" with a confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: Has beak (1 to 0) Is viviparous (0 to 1) 
changes the class to Mammal. 
Changing features: Can fly (1 to 0) Lives in water (0 to 1) does 
not change the class. 
 
PARROT FISH: 1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0 
Features: (Lives in water,1) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Bird Fish 
Features: (Has wings,0) deny class(es): Bird 
Remaining class(es) are: Fish 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es) except "Fish" 
Features: (Breathes in water,1) lead to class "Fish" with a 
confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: Has beak (1 to 0) does not 
change the class. 
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PENGUIN: 0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0 
Features: (Lives in water,1) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Bird Fish 
Features: (Breathes in water,0) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Bird 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es) except "Bird" 
Features: (Has wings,1) lead to class "Bird" with a 
confidence of 0.666667 
Features: (Can fly,0) (Has wings,1) lead to class "Bird" 
with a confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: Breathes in water (0 to 1) Has wings 
(1 to 0) changes the class to Fish. 
Changing features: Breathes in water (0 to 1) Has beak 
(1 to 0) Has wings (1 to 0) changes the class to Fish. 

IV. SANITY TEST EVALUATION 

To prove that the proposed technique passes sanity tests 
for explanations, we evaluate it for a binary classification 
problem on a simple dataset with a known non-linear 
model in order to be intuitive to human understanding. 
We use Implementation Invariance, Input transformation 
Invariance, Model parameter randomization sensitivity 
and model-outcome relationship randomization 
sensitivity as the Sanity tests. Implementation invariance 
checks if an explanation model provides the same or 
equivalent explanation to black box models that are 
functionally equivalent. Input transformation invariance 
detects if an explanation model provides the same or 
equivalent explanation when data is modified in a way 
that does not affect the outcome [14]. Model parameter 
sensitivity tests if an explanation model is sensitive or 
changes the explanation when the model’s learnt 

parameters are modified or randomized. Model-Outcome 
relationship sensitivity tests if an explanation model is 
sensitive or changes the explanation when the model and 
outcome relationship is randomized [1]. In general, for 
explanation models, these test results are presented 
statistically using measures of difference between the 
new explanation (say, a heat map) and the original. But 
such statistical measures are not applicable here as the 
proposed technique is deterministic and not model driven. 
Hence we use local explanation around an instance to 
prove its credibility. Sample Dataset: Four features F0, F1, 
F2 and F3, integer valued ranging from -5 to 5. 
Non-linear Model:  
If -1 * (F0) + 2 * (F1)2 + -3 * (F2)3 + 4 * (F3)4 > 0 

Outcome is Class 1 
Else 
 Outcome is Class 0 
We assume no implications leading to a synthetic dataset 
with 114 instances on which the lattice is constructed. 
Few of the feature-to-class implications (part of global 
explanation) is as follows: 
1. (F2,-2) ⇒ 1 
2. (F2,-3) ⇒ 1 
3. (F2,-4) ⇒ 1 
4. (F2,-5) ⇒ 1 
5. (F3,-4) ⇒ 1 

6. (F3,-5) ⇒ 1 
7. (F3,4) ⇒ 1 
8. (F3,5) ⇒ 1 
9. (F2,3)(F3,-1) ⇒ 0 
10. (F2,3)(F3,0) ⇒ 0 
11. (F2,3)(F3,1) ⇒ 0 
12. (F2,4)(F3,-1) ⇒ 0 
13. (F2,4)(F3,-2) ⇒ 0 
14. (F2,4)(F3,0) ⇒ 0 
15. (F2,4)(F3,1) ⇒ 0 
16. (F2,4)(F3,2) ⇒ 0 
All the implications are intuitive to human understanding. For 
example, we can understand implication 1 as follows: 
For F2 < -1, -3 * (F2)3 ≥ 24, and the overall value can be pulled 

down maximum by F0 with value 5, retaining it positive, hence 
rightfully classified to be in class 1.  
Using implications 5 to 8, for F3, such a decision of class 1 can 
be made only for values F3 < -3 or F3 > 3. On the contrary, 
single feature values are not enough to decide class 0, pointed 
out in implications 10 to 16. 
We use the local explanation for the instance -5,-5,4,-2 in order 
to evaluate sanity tests. 
Local explanation from the original model: 
Features: (F2,4) (F3,-2) deny class(es): 1 
Remaining class(es) are: 0 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except 0 
Features: (F2,4) lead to class(es) 0 with a confidence of 
0.454545 
Features: (F2,4) (F3,-2) lead to class(es) 0 with a confidence 
of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: F3 (-2 to -1) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -1) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -2) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -3) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -4) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -1) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -2) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -3) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -4) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -1) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -2) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -3) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -4) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -5) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 0) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 1) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 2) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 3) changes the class to 1. 
In order to prove implementation invariance, we change the 
non-linear model as follows, that does not affect the model 
outcome from the original model. 
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If (-1 * (F0) + 2 * (F1)2 + -3 * (F2)3 + 4 * (F3)4 ) / 10 > 0 
Outcome is Class 1 

Else 
 Outcome is Class 0 
The lattice is constructed with the model outcome of the 
modified version and the local explanation generated for 
the instance -5,-5,4,-2 is exactly the same as the original. 
Features: (F2,4) (F3,-2) deny class(es): 1 
Remaining class(es) are: 0 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except 0 
Features: (F2,4) lead to class(es) 0 with a confidence of 
0.454545 
Features: (F2,4) (F3,-2) lead to class(es) 0 with a 
confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: F3 (-2 to -1) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -1) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -2) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -3) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -4) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -1) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -2) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -3) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -4) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -1) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -2) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -3) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -4) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -5) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 0) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 1) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 2) changes the class to 1. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 3) changes the class to 1. 
Non-intrusive input transformation invariance is naturally 
proven from similar and contrastive examples generated 
in the explanation. 
In order to prove model parameter sensitivity, we change 
the non-linear model as follows, that affects the model 
outcome from the original model. 
If F0 + -2 * (F1)2 + 3 * (F2)3 + -4 * (F3)4 > 0 

Outcome is Class 1 
Else 
 Outcome is Class 0 
The lattice is constructed with the model outcome of the 
modified version and the local explanation generated for 
the instance -5,-5,4,-2 is clearly different from the 
original. 

Features: (F2,4) (F3,-2) deny class(es): 0 
Remaining class(es) are: 1 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except 1 
Features: (F2,4) lead to class(es) 1 with a confidence of 
0.454545 
Features: (F2,4) (F3,-2) lead to class(es) 1 with a confidence 
of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: F3 (-2 to -1) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -1) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -2) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -3) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F0 (-5 to -4) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -1) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -2) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -3) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F1 (-5 to -4) does not change the class. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -1) changes the class to 0. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -2) changes the class to 0. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -3) changes the class to 0. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -4) changes the class to 0. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to -5) changes the class to 0. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 0) changes the class to 0. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 1) changes the class to 0. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 2) changes the class to 0. 
Changing features: F2 (4 to 3) changes the class to 0. 
Model-Outcome relationship randomization sensitivity is 
naturally proven from the difference in the explanation for 
model parameter sensitivity considering it as a model-outcome 
randomization and the fact that the technique is a deterministic 
one depending only on the input parameters and the model 
outcome.  

V. EVALUATION OF EXPLANATION BY 

COMPARISON 

In order to evaluate the explanation from the lattice, it is 
compared with a decision tree on multi-class classification 
dataset (Zoo) from the UCI Machine Learning repository. The 
attributes and their value ranges for the Zoo dataset are: 
1. hair: Boolean 
2. feathers: Boolean 
3. eggs: Boolean 
4. milk: Boolean 
5. airborne: Boolean 
6. aquatic: Boolean 
7. predator: Boolean 
8. toothed: Boolean 
9. backbone: Boolean 
10. breathes: Boolean 
11. venomous: Boolean 
12. fins: Boolean 
13. legs: Numeric (set of values: {0,2,4,5,6,8}) 
14. tail: Boolean 
15. domestic: Boolean 
16. catsize: Boolean 
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Class: Numeric (integer values in range [1 - 7]) (which is 
converted to the names [1-Mammal, 2-Bird, 3-Reptile , 4-
Fish, 5-Amphibian, 6-Insect, 7-Invertebrate] for better 
readability) 

A. Global Explanation comparison 

A decision tree model was trained on the Zoo dataset 
with 90.9% accuracy. The decision tree used by the 
model after training is depicted in Fig. 5. 

The dataset and the model outcome were used to 
construct the lattice (with implication cutoff as 1 leading 
to synthetic dataset same as the original) and the 
explanations were derived. A part of the global 
explanation is as follows (⇒ stands for “implies”): 

1. (Feathers,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Fish or Insect or 
Invertebrate or Mammal or Reptile 

2. (Milk,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Bird or Fish or Insect or 
Invertebrate or Reptile 

3. (Aquatic,1) ⇒ Amphibian or Bird or Fish or Invertebrate 
or Mammal 

4. (Predator,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Bird or Fish or Insect or 
Mammal or Reptile 

5. (Predator,1) ⇒ Amphibian or Bird or Fish or Invertebrate 
or Mammal or Reptile 

6. (Backbone,1) ⇒ Amphibian or Bird or Fish or Mammal 
or Reptile 

7. (Breathes,1) ⇒ Amphibian or Bird or Insect or 
Invertebrate or Mammal or Reptile 

8. (Fins,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Bird or Insect or Invertebrate or 
Mammal or Reptile 

9. (tail,1) ⇒ Amphibian or Bird or Fish or Invertebrate or 
Mammal or Reptile 

10. (domestic,1) ⇒ Bird or Fish or Insect or Mammal 
11. (catsize,1) ⇒ Bird or Fish or Invertebrate or Mammal or 

Reptile 
12. (Eggs,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Invertebrate or Mammal 

 
Fig. 5. Decision Tree of the trained model

13. (tail,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Insect or Invertebrate or 
Mammal 

14. (Aquatic,0) ⇒ Bird or Insect or Invertebrate or 
Mammal or Reptile 

15. (Toothed,0) ⇒ Bird or Insect or Invertebrate or 
Mammal or Reptile 

16. (Hair,1) ⇒ Insect or Mammal 
17. (Airborne,1) ⇒ Bird or Insect or Invertebrate or 

Mammal 
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18. (Legs,4) ⇒ Amphibian or Invertebrate or Mammal 
or Reptile 

19. (Legs,2) ⇒ Bird or Mammal 
20. (Breathes,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Fish or Invertebrate 
21. (Backbone,0) ⇒ Insect or Invertebrate 
22. (Milk,1) ⇒ Mammal 
23. (Fins,1) ⇒ Fish or Mammal 
24. (Feathers,1) ⇒ Bird 
25. (Feathers,0)(Milk,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Fish or 

Insect or Invertebrate or Reptile 
26. (Feathers,0)(Predator,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Fish or 

Insect or Mammal or Reptile 
27. (Feathers,0)(Predator,1) ⇒ Amphibian or Fish or 

Invertebrate or Mammal or Reptile 
28. (Feathers,0)(Backbone,1) ⇒ Amphibian or Fish or 

Mammal or Reptile 

29. (Feathers,0)(Breathes,1) ⇒ Amphibian or Insect or 
Invertebrate or Mammal or Reptile 

30. (Feathers,0)(Fins,0) ⇒ Amphibian or Insect or 
Invertebrate or Mammal or Reptile 
The global explanation from the lattice is verifiable and reveals 
all the decision rules used by the decision tree. In some cases, 
explanation from the lattice uses feature values that seem not to 
directly correlate with the decision tree. But it is verifiable 
from the dataset that the features used in the explanation 
inherently imply the ones used in the decision tree for the 
dataset on which the lattice was constructed. For example, for a 
species with feature “Legs”, having a value “2”, rule 19 

indicates that it must be a Bird or a Mammal. Apparently, this 
feature is not used in the decision tree at all. But if the values 
in the  
 

 

 
Fig 6: Zoo Dataset and Decision Tree outcome with Filter for “Legs” = “2” 

Table-IV: Instances used for local explanation comparison 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 Class 

E1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 

E2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 

E3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 

E4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 

E5 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 5 

E6 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 

E7 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 7 

 
Zoo dataset with the trained decision tree outcome is 
explored, it is clear that all instances where “Legs” has 

value “2” are either a Bird or a Mammal as shown in Fig.  

6. Among these instances, those that have feature “Milk” 

with value “1” are Mammals, while those that have 

feature “Feathers” with value “1” are Birds, which is part 

of the decision tree. There are many more rules present in the 
lattice’s explanation compared to the decision tree as these are 

derived from feature implications in the 
dataset. 
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B. Local Explanation comparison 

To compare the local explanation of the lattice to the 
decision path from the Decision tree, the instances (one 
instance from each class - E1 to E7 in classes 1 - 7) in 
Table-IV are used. 
 
Decision Path of E1(Mammal) from Decision tree: 
Milk 1 > 0.5 
Class:  ['Mammal'] 
Explanation of E1(Mammal) from Lattice: 
Features: (Feathers,0) deny class(es): Bird 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect 
Invertebrate Mammal Reptile 
Features: (Aquatic,1) deny class(es): Insect Reptile 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Invertebrate 
Mammal 
Features: (Backbone,1) deny class(es): Invertebrate 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Mammal 
Features: (Breathes,1) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Mammal 
Features: (catsize,1) deny class(es): Amphibian 
Remaining class(es) are: Mammal 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except Mammal 
Features: (Milk,1) lead to class(es) Mammal with a 
confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: Fins (1 to 0) Legs (2 to 4) does not 
change the class. 
Changing features: Legs (2 to 0) tail (1 to 0) does not 
change the class. 
Changing features: Hair (1 to 0) Legs (2 to 0) does not 
change the class. 
 
Decision Path of E2(Bird) from Decision tree: 
Milk 0 <= 0.5 
Feathers 1 > 0.5 
Class:  ['Bird'] 
 
Explanation of E2(Bird) from Lattice: 
Features: (Milk,0) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Bird Fish Insect 
Invertebrate Reptile 
Features: (Predator,0) deny class(es): Invertebrate 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Bird Fish Insect 
Reptile 
Features: (Backbone,1) deny class(es): Insect 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Bird Fish Reptile 
Features: (Breathes,1) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Bird Reptile 
Features: (domestic,1) deny class(es): Amphibian Reptile 
Remaining class(es) are: Bird 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except Bird 
Features: (Feathers,1) lead to class(es) Bird with a 
confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: domestic (1 to 0) does not change the 
class. 
 
Decision Path of E3(Reptile) from Decision Tree: 
Milk 0 <= 0.5 
Feathers 0 <= 0.5 

Fins 0 <= 0.5 
Backbone 1 > 0.5 
Aquatic 0 <= 0.5 
 
Explanation of E3(Reptile) from Lattice: 
Features: (Feathers,0) deny class(es): Bird 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect Invertebrate 
Mammal Reptile 
Features: (Milk,0) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect Invertebrate 
Reptile 
Features: (Predator,1) deny class(es): Insect 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Invertebrate Reptile 
Features: (Backbone,1) deny class(es): Invertebrate 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Reptile 
Features: (Breathes,1) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Reptile 
Features: (Aquatic,0) deny class(es): Amphibian 
Remaining class(es) are: Reptile 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except Reptile 
Features: (Legs,0) lead to class(es) Reptile with a confidence 
of 0.153846 
Features: (Aquatic,0) (Legs,0) lead to class(es) Reptile with a 
confidence of 0.500000 
Features: (Aquatic,0) (Toothed,1) (Legs,0) lead to class(es) 
Reptile with a confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: Venomous (0 to 1) does not change the 
class. 
Changing features: Legs (0 to 4) does not change the class. 
 
Decision Path of E4(Fish) from Decision Tree: 
Milk 0 <= 0.5 
Feathers 0 <= 0.5 
Fins 1 > 0.5 
Class:  ['Fish'] 
 
Explanation of E4(Fish) from Lattice: 
Features: (Feathers,0) deny class(es): Bird 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect Invertebrate 
Mammal Reptile 
Features: (Milk,0) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect Invertebrate 
Reptile 
Features: (Aquatic,1) deny class(es): Insect Reptile 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Invertebrate 
Features: (Predator,0) deny class(es): Invertebrate 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish 
Features: (Fins,1) deny class(es): Amphibian 
Remaining class(es) are: Fish 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except Fish 
Features: (Fins,1) lead to class(es) Fish with a confidence of 
0.625000 
Features: (Eggs,1) (Fins,1) lead to class(es) Fish with a 
confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: domestic (0 to 1) does 
not change the class. 
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Decision Path of E5(Amphibian) from Decision tree: 
Milk 0 <= 0.5 
Feathers 0 <= 0.5 
Fins 0 <= 0.5 
Backbone 1 > 0.5 
Aquatic 1 > 0.5 
Class:  ['Amphibian'] 
 
Explanation of E5(Amphibian) from Lattice: 
Features: (Feathers,0) deny class(es): Bird 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect 
Invertebrate Mammal Reptile 
Features: (Milk,0) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect 
Invertebrate Reptile 
Features: (Aquatic,1) deny class(es): Insect Reptile 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Invertebrate 
Features: (Backbone,1) deny class(es): Invertebrate 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish 
Features: (Breathes,1) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except 
Amphibian 
Features: (Venomous,1) lead to class(es) Amphibian with 
a confidence of 0.250000 
Features: (Venomous,1) (Legs,4) lead to class(es) 
Amphibian with a confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: Venomous (1 to 0) does not change 
the class. 
 
Decision Path of E6(Insect) from Decision tree: 
Milk 0 <= 0.5 
Feathers 0 <= 0.5 
Fins 0 <= 0.5 
Backbone 0 <= 0.5 
Predator 0 <= 0.5 
Airborne 1 > 0.5 
Class: ['Insect'] 
 
Explanation of E6(Insect) from Lattice: 
Features: (Feathers,0) deny class(es): Bird 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect 
Invertebrate Mammal Reptile 
Features: (Milk,0) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect 
Invertebrate Reptile 
Features: (Predator,0) deny class(es): Invertebrate 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect Reptile 
Features: (Breathes,1) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Insect Reptile 
Features: (tail,0) deny class(es): Reptile 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Insect 
Features: (Aquatic,0) deny class(es): Amphibian 
Remaining class(es) are: Insect 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except Insect 
Features: (Legs,6) lead to class(es) Insect with a 
confidence of 0.714286 
Features: (Predator,0) (Backbone,0) lead to class(es) 
Insect with a confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 

Changing features: Hair (1 to 0) does not change the class. 
 
Decision Path of E7(Invertebrate) from Decision tree: 
Milk 0 <= 0.5 
Feathers 0 <= 0.5 
Fins 0 <= 0.5 
Backbone 0 <= 0.5 
Predator 1 > 0.5 
Class:  ['Invertebrate'] 
 
Explanation of E7(Invertebrate) from Lattice: 
Features: (Feathers,0) deny class(es): Bird 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect Invertebrate 
Mammal Reptile 
Features: (Milk,0) deny class(es): Mammal 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Insect Invertebrate 
Reptile 
Features: (Aquatic,1) deny class(es): Insect Reptile 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Fish Invertebrate 
Features: (Fins,0) deny class(es): Fish 
Remaining class(es) are: Amphibian Invertebrate 
Features: (Toothed,0) deny class(es): Amphibian 
Remaining class(es) are: Invertebrate 
Lattice traversal has denied all class(es)  except Invertebrate 
Features: (Backbone,0) lead to class(es) Invertebrate with a 
confidence of 0.571429 
Features: (Predator,1) (Backbone,0) lead to class(es) 
Invertebrate with a confidence of 1.000000 
Generating similar & contrastive explanations: 
Changing features: Legs (4 to 5) does not change the class. 
All the local explanations generated from the lattice for the 
Zoo dataset are verifiable, minimal feature combinations that 
deny or lead to the outcome. Using specific filters on the 
dataset, similar to Fig. 6., the explanations are exact to the 
decision tree path. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

From the sanity test evaluations and explanation 
comparisons and evaluations, it is evident that our novel, 
deterministic lattice based approach to explainability is exact, 
integrated and intuitive to human understanding. Its feasibility 
to larger datasets is worth studying using parallel and 
distributed approaches. This novel technique can be developed 
further to extend to text and images. A comparative study of 
explanations from the proposed lattice based technique to 
explanations from existing state-of-the-art techniques can 
further prove its credibility and utility. 
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